Run Number 76 11th October 2007
Port Sunlight Station
The Pack: Carthief (Hare), Snoozanne, Compo, Bacardi Spice, Bess, Scamp, Watersports
The Hare demonstrated the old adage that men cannot multi-task by being so busy explaining the
marking that he forgot to take the camera out of the car and thus take a Hash Flash. Luckily he had
set a loop that took the Pack back close to the cars and the camera was rescued, so in true BBC
tradition here is the faked up Hash Flash.

At least the photos were all taken during the run.
Starting at Port Sunlight Station the falsies kept the pack busy for 10 minutes before the trail was
found leading past the soap factory and an anticlockwise loop back to the low bridge under the
railway and up to the park.
Through the park and a check in the centre at the playground. Up to Bebington Road where
Watersports asked if we were having a pub stop at the Rose & Crown. Past the Civic offices and
a roundabout route up to Pulford Road and the Bebington High Sports College. A pitstop for
Bacardi Spice and on we went through the sports ground until we came to the Oval which was
being renovated and all fenced off.
Across to Town Lane where Watersports and Scamp dreamt aloud of a Hash Halt at the Chinese
chippie and so down to Chester Road. A sneaky Check Back and over the railway line into New
Ferry Park.

Down to the New Ferry crossroads where Watersports and Scamp elected to take a shortcut to
the start whilst the remainder peeled off left and over the New Ferry bypass.
At the check Compo went right, found the X and was walking back when Bacardi Spice mistaking
his beard for the back of his head told him to come back.
Snoozanne with her own
Centre

On to Shore Bank and a photo opportunity with parts of Liverpool in the background.

Being members of the MTH3 you will have spotted the similarity between this photo and the fake
Hash Flash.
And so back to the start where like the well oiled machinery that we are, relocated to the now
familiar park for the ceremony, which was only slightly bigger than the previous week as
Watersports and Scamp left early.
Bacardi Spice for her pitstop, and another one for confusing Compo’s front view with his back.
Returnees Bacardi Spice (working), Snoozanne (turned up but needed a cup of tea and so went
home) and Compo (in Hythe).
Compo remembered that he had a sermon and told us about the rabbits which came into a pub
and ordered Cheese, Ham and Cheese & Ham toasties. The last one succumbed for “mixing his
toasties” (say it aloud)
After some discussion on unrelated topics the Hare gave the others a further Down Down for
forgetting to give the Hare a Down Down.
We retired to a useful pub on Bromborough Road (except for Bacardi Spice and Bess who
staggered home after her multiplicity of Down Downs).

